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 Standard Evaluation Methodology and Criteria for On-Bill 

Financing Programs. 
 
 Staff’s Motion for ALJ Decision on Start-Up Dates 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Confirm Adoption of Staff’s Option 1. 
 
 

This matter concerns evaluation of the on bill financing programs (“OBF 
programs”), required by Sections 16-111.7 and 19-140 of the PUA.  In the Initiating 
Order in this docket, the Commission adopted a two phase process.  Procedurally, this 
docket is still in Phase 1, i.e., the parties have commented on the RFP for the program 
evaluator that will be issued on April 5th, but the evaluator will not be picked until May.   
 

On March 7, 2011, Staff filed a Motion for ALJ Decision on Start-Up Dates.  In its 
Motion, Staff notes that only ComEd has a fully operational OBF program and that the 
other utility start dates are much later, if at all.  From October to December 2011, the 
utilities responded to data requests regarding the status of their OBF programs.  
Ameren stated that its program was not operating, but that it had an anticipated launch 
date of January 2012.  Nicor responded that its program was effective on June 1, 2011, 
but that due to the current low price of natural gas, no efficiency measures had been 
identified as eligible and its program was not active nor had any applications been 
received.  Peoples/North Shore indicated that its program start date was October 3, 
2011, but that no applications were pending, withdrawn or declined as of October 26, 
2011.  ComEd commenced its OBF program on June 20, 2011 and provided 
information regarding the number of applications funded, approved, pending, declined 
and withdrawn.  
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The question that Staff’s Motion seeks to address is whether, under the OBF 
statutes, one evaluation can be prepared even though not all the utilities will have three 
full years of OBF program operation.  The relevant statutory section from the electric 
OBF law states that: 

 
(g) An independent evaluation of a program shall be conducted after 3 
years of the program's operation. The electric utility shall retain an 
independent evaluator who shall evaluate the effects of the measures 
installed under the program and the overall operation of the program, 
including but not limited to customer eligibility criteria and whether the 
payment obligation for permanent electric energy efficiency measures that 
will continue to provide benefits of energy savings should attach to the 
meter location. As part of the evaluation process, the evaluator shall also 
solicit feedback from participants and interested stakeholders. The 
evaluator shall issue a report to the Commission on its findings no later 
than 4 years after the date on which the program commenced, and the 
Commission shall issue a report to the Governor and General Assembly 
including a summary of the information described in this Section as well as 
its recommendations as to whether the program should be discontinued, 
continued with modification or modifications or continued without 
modification, provided that any recommended modifications shall only 
apply prospectively and to measures not yet installed or financed.  

 
220 ILCS 5/16-111.7(g).  The gas OBF statute contains similar language.   
 

In its Motion, Staff presented two options for resolving the issue resulting from 
the differing start-up dates.  In Option 1, Staff proposes that all the utilities be treated as 
having a start-up date of June 1, 2011.  Then one evaluation report would be created for 
all the utilities and the Commission would send just one report to the General Assembly.  
The problem with this option is that not all the utilities would have a full 3 years of data.   
 

Option 2 would be for each utility to have its own evaluation performed that would 
be completed after each utility’s OBF program had been in operation for 3 years.  This 
option is more expensive and some evaluations could be significantly delayed because 
some OBF programs are not yet operational.  This option could also significantly delay 
the report that the Commission must send to the General Assembly or result in multiple 
reports being sent to the General Assembly with significant time delays in between.  
Staff states, however, that a strict reading of the OBF statute may require that this 
option be adopted.   
 

In the end, however, Staff recommended that the ALJ and the Commission adopt 
Option 1.  Ameren, ComEd, Nicor and CUB all filed responses to Staff’s Motion 
indicating that they agreed with Staff’s Option 1.  At the status hearing on April 3, 2012, 
the ALJ adopted Option 1.  Option 1 seems to make the most practical use of ratepayer 
funds and also allows for one comprehensive report to the General Assembly which can 
address the difficulties experienced by some utilities in commencing their programs. 
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This matter is being brought to the Commission’s attention because it is 

ultimately the Commission that must present a report to the General Assembly and it is 
necessary that the evaluation be performed in a manner that facilitates the preparation 
of the Commission’s Report.  Whether Option 1 or Option 2 is adopted impacts the 
bidding process because potential evaluators must know whether one evaluation is to 
be completed within a 4 year timeframe or whether multiple evaluations are to be 
completed over an extended timeframe.  And, because of the impact on the bidding 
process, it is necessary, at this time, that it be confirmed by the Commission that Option 
1 is acceptable.  Accordingly, the ALJ and Staff seek confirmation that Option 1, which 
entails one evaluation of all the utilities, but without three full years of data for each 
utility, is acceptable to the Commission.   
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